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INTRODUCTION

Over the past 5 years, the number of Americans practicing meditation has more than tripled, rising from 4% of adults in 2010 to 14% in 2017.¹ This rise is likely related to the increasing focus on preventive and integrative approaches to healthcare in the United States, such as meditation, which is often used to reduce stress, anxiety, depression, and pain in conjunction with improving health and well-being.² While many different meditative practices exist, mindfulness meditation emphasizes nonjudgmental awareness of the present moment. Although substantial research supports mindfulness-related improvements in patient-reported mental and physical health,³ the replication crisis in social science and medicine, alongside numerous methodological concerns about extant mindfulness studies,⁴ invites questions regarding the generalizability of research on the reported health-promoting effects of mindfulness meditation and mindfulness as an innate, dispositional quality (trait mindfulness). Moreover, as much of mindfulness research over-samples middle-to-upper class, Caucasian, women,⁵ the extent to which results generalize to a broader, more diverse population is unclear. One possible reason for this overrepresentation could be that this population has the time and/or finances to participate in mindfulness-based interventions (MBIs) from which researchers draw samples.

In 2001, Dr. Pamela Hays published Addressing Cultural Complexities in Practice,⁶ introducing the ADDRESSING framework as a guide to help clinicians better identify and understand the relevant cultural identities of their clients. According to Dr. Hays, the facets of identity include: Age, Developmental and
acquired Disabilities, Religion, Ethnicity, Socioeconomic status, Sexual orientation, Indigenous heritage, National origin, and Gender. This framework allows room for intersectionality between identity facets and does not inherently exclude non-minority individuals. As such, the ADDRESSING framework, with its attention to multiple aspects of identity, provides an effective structure for organizing research published on different populations and identifying 1) which populations are represented and underrepresented in various categories and 2) what is known about underrepresented groups in research. The main purpose of this review, therefore, was to use the ADDRESSING framework to highlight mindfulness research conducted on historically underrepresented groups as both a method to summarize what has been done and to point out gaps for future research.

METHODS

We searched MEDLINE, PsychINFO, and Web of Science through September 2018 using the following combination of keywords: (diverse OR age OR disability OR race OR ethnicity OR Black OR White OR Latino OR Hispanic OR Asian OR gender OR transgender OR sexual orientation OR lesbian OR gay OR LGBT or LGB OR homosexual OR bisexual OR asexual OR socio-economic status OR SES OR low-income OR nationality OR indigenous OR religion OR spirituality) AND (Mindfulness OR Mindfulness-based OR MBI OR MBSR). Our search was limited to English language articles. This search string resulted in 13,626 initial hits. If the paper was a review, meta-analysis, or letter to the editor or if title or abstract did not indicate that the population sampled was historically underrepresented it was not downloaded for further review. This resulted in 1,478 articles screened for inclusion.

As the focus of this review was synthesizing recent research investigating the connection between mindfulness and mental and physical health, studies that primarily focused on brain imaging, cognitive processes, sexual response, dyadic relationships, or mechanistic questions were excluded. In addition, intervention studies were excluded that were not primarily mindfulness-based (e.g. yoga, mantra meditation). We considered including internet- and app-based mindfulness interventions. However, as mobile mindfulness interventions are not as well established in the literature, and a recent review7 of 16 web-based mindfulness intervention studies found that 14 had a majority of white, middle aged female participants, while the remaining two did not report racial demographics, we chose to exclude studies on web- and app-based interventions.

Finally, book chapters, master’s theses, dissertations, study protocols, qualitative studies, or scale validation studies were also excluded. After exclusions, 201 articles remained, which were then sorted into one of the 10 ADDRESSING categories. The articles were read in full and, to stay within journal guidelines of 50 articles, up to 5 articles from each section were chosen within each category, based on
impact factor, methodological rigor, and cultural competency and sensitivity. Ultimately, the selection process produced the 44 articles that were included for this narrative review. See Figure 1 for a flowchart detailing this process.

Figure 1.

Figure 1 Article Selection Process
RESULTS

Age

Although the bulk of mindfulness research is conducted on middle-aged adults, investigations on the impact of MBIs and trait mindfulness on health and well-being in young and older-age participants are promising. A randomized controlled trial (RCT) of stressed urban elementary and middle-school students (n=300, $\bar{x}$ age=12 years) found that a 12-week Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction (MBSR) program modified to fit into a class period and emphasize group discussion on the applications of mindfulness techniques, was acceptable and feasible. Furthermore, MBSR training in that urban youth sample significantly improved subjective measures of somatization, self-hostility, depression, rumination, negative affect, and posttraumatic stress disorder symptom severity and coping, even when compared against a health-education active control group.8 Another RCT found that kindergarteners (n=127) who completed a school-based MBI showed significantly improved self-regulation skills and outsider ratings of social skills, alongside lower maladaptive impulsive, inattentive, and hyperactive behaviors, compared with participants randomized to an active control condition. Furthermore, children with baseline deficits in self-regulatory and social skills displayed greater improvement than children at average or higher-functioning levels of these domains.9 However, effectiveness of MBIs in improving facets of well-being in younger participants, particularly adolescents (n=132; $\bar{x}$ age=13 years), is inconsistent, with some studies finding no effects.10 These mixed findings in children and adolescents emphasize the ongoing need to identify, replicate, and disseminate MBI formats adapted to optimally engage and benefit this population.

In older-age participants experiencing high levels of anxiety-related distress and subjective cognitive dysfunction (n=34), both a traditional, 8-week MBSR training and an extended 12-week MBSR training improved subjective worry and trait mindfulness as well as objective measures of memory, with large effect sizes. However, no differences in outcomes occurred between the traditional 8-week and the extended 12-week MBSR programs, suggesting that more training is not necessarily better in older adults.11 Among a community-dwelling sample of older (n=117, $\bar{x}$ age=68 years) and younger adults (n=123, $\bar{x}$ age=29 years), older adults demonstrated significantly greater subjective positive affect and trait mindfulness than younger participants, with trait mindfulness mediating the relationship between age and positive affect.12 Furthermore, in middle-aged and older-age adults (n=423), trait mindfulness appears to buffer both adverse effects of ruminative coping with aging experiences, measured via subjective awareness of age-related gains and losses, and depression symptoms.13 In sum, studies exploring MBIs in older-age adults present generally positive well-being outcomes, and may be especially beneficial in reducing
symptoms of depression and anxiety broadly, alongside improving anxiety and distress specifically related to the aging experience, perhaps due to the higher baseline trait mindfulness exhibited by older adults.

Disability (Developmental)
Despite initial uncertainty regarding the feasibility and effectiveness of MBIs for people with disabilities that begin early in the developmental process, early pilot and case study research tentatively suggests that tailored MBIs may improve emotion regulation, problem behaviors, and quality of life (QoL) for people with various developmental disabilities. For example, a recent pilot study of elementary school students with severe learning disabilities (n=14) suggests a modified, 8-week Mindfulness-Based Cognitive Therapy (MBCT) training significantly improved disability-related symptoms and behaviors, including depression, anxiety, aggression and inattentiveness, with a large effect size. Similar results have been shown in adolescents with learning disabilities (n=34), alongside improved social skills and academic success. In high-functioning adults with an autism spectrum disorder (n=42), a 9-week MBI modified to include greater homework planning time to account for decreased executive functioning significantly improved subjective measures of affect, depression, anxiety and rumination, at medium to large effect size, versus a waitlist control group. Although these initial results are promising, replicability and generalizability are unclear, warranting further study. In addition, most studies of MBIs in people with developmental disabilities utilize a high-functioning sample with mild to moderate impairment. It is unknown if these beneficial outcomes would occur in people with lower levels of functioning. Still, these recent studies illustrate that MBIs reduce symptoms often co-morbid with developmental disabilities, such as depression and anxiety, and likely aid in reducing problem behaviors related to developmental disability.

Disability (Acquired)
More rigorous research exists testing the efficacy of MBIs in improving health and well-being in people with acquired disabilities, or disabilities developed later in life often resulting from accidents or illness. For example, in people on disability due to painful diabetic peripheral neuropathy (n=66), MBSR training following pain pharmacotherapy optimization decreased self-reported pain symptom severity, pain catastrophizing, and depression, alongside improved health-related QoL. In people with a traumatic brain injury (TBI; n=76) a 10-week RCT found that Mindfulness-Based Supportive Therapy decreased depressive symptoms compared with the waitlist control group. Furthermore, this decrease was maintained at 3-month follow-up. An RCT of Mindfulness-Based Alzheimer’s Stimulation (MBAS) compared to 2 active control groups, progressive muscle relaxation and cognitive stimulation therapy, significantly improved cognitive functioning in older adults (n=120). Furthermore participants in the mindfulness group did not experience deterioration of cognitive abilities during the 2-year trial whereas the two active comparison groups did. An RCT of participants with Multiple Sclerosis experiencing low to moderately
severe levels of disability (n=150) found that an 8-week MBSR training improved health-related QoL and well-being, alongside subjective measures of depression, fatigue and anxiety versus treatment as usual, at medium to large effect size.\textsuperscript{21} In smaller sample sizes, these findings have been replicated in multiple countries and expanded to include participants with peripheral neuropathy.\textsuperscript{22} Taken together, MBIs appear to improve well-being in people with acquired disabilities, perhaps more effectively than standard care interventions, and may slow deterioration of cognitive function associated with acquired disabilities.

**Religion**

Although our current conception of mindfulness originates from Eastern religious traditions, in the West mindfulness practice and research is primarily secular.\textsuperscript{23} Still, there is value in exploring the relationship between mindfulness, religiosity, and spirituality, given the connections of each to physical and mental health. One MBSR outcome study found significant increases in spirituality and mindfulness, and that increases in both were associated with better self-reported physical and mental health.\textsuperscript{24} Results of another MBSR outcome study found that depressive symptoms decreased similarly in both religious and nonreligious participants\textsuperscript{25} and that increased spirituality post-MBSR was directly related to increased mindfulness which, in turn, was associated with improved mental health QoL.\textsuperscript{26} Another intervention study compared a secular mindfulness training (n=49) with a modified Christian MBI (n=42) in college students, and found that while both groups reported decreases in depressive, anxiety, and stress scores, those in the modified Christian group reported greater reductions of distress and higher treatment adherence rates.\textsuperscript{27} Finally, a study of African-American college students (n=184) found an association between religiosity and mindfulness, with those who reported being religious having higher mindfulness scores than nonreligious students.\textsuperscript{28} While increasing spirituality often is not the intent of mindfulness training in most Western research studies, it can still be a pertinent outcome for the whole-person and, for some religious individuals, grounding mindfulness in their religion can increase the benefits of mindfulness training. However, it is important to note that there is still a lack of diversity within research exploring mindfulness and religion, as samples are predominantly white and Christian.

**Ethnicity**

Although mindfulness practices theoretically can benefit anyone, most mindfulness research tends to involve white participants. Recently, there are a growing number of studies examining the effects of trait mindfulness and MBIs in people of color. One such study found that depressed, African-American, low-income women (n=31) reported significantly decreased depressive and stress symptoms and increased self-acceptance after participating in an adapted 8-week MBSR course, with shorter sessions and content modified to be culturally relevant.\textsuperscript{29} Another study found that in a small (n=14) group of male
African-American veterans with chronic kidney disease, participants randomized to mindfulness meditation displayed significantly lower systolic blood pressure, diastolic blood pressure, mean arterial pressure, and heart rate than those in a standard blood pressure education control group. In a college sample (n=118) of a majority Hispanic (n=58) and Black (n=25) students, the observing facet of the Five-Facet Mindfulness Questionnaire was inversely related ($B=-.75$, $p=.03$) to the severity of suicidal ideation; however, the four other facets of mindfulness (Describing, Non-judging, Non-reactivity, Acting with Awareness) were not related. A different survey of 116 Asian-American college students found that higher mindfulness scores on the Mindful Attention Awareness Scale were associated with lower scores on somatic, depressive, and anxiety scales, consistent with findings observed in primarily white student samples. Another study explored the relation between perceived discrimination and depressive symptoms in a diverse community sample (n=97; Hispanic=37, Black=44, Asian=11), finding that high trait mindfulness served as a buffer for discrimination-related distress. Overall, mindfulness research involving non-white participants is becoming increasingly common and this trend should continue to ensure that established and future mindfulness interventions benefit the historically underserved. As the last study highlights, including research focusing on non-white participants creates room for interesting analyses, such as exploring the relationship between mindfulness, minority-status discrimination, and mental health outcomes, in addition to exploring the effect of mindfulness on traditional health outcomes, such as blood pressure or stress levels.

**Sexual Orientation**

Sexual orientation refers to who an individual is attracted to, irrespective of what gender they identify as. There are only a few studies which focus on the effects of mindfulness on health in sexual minority individuals. In a large RCT on predominantly gay or bisexual men (n=177) living with HIV, there was no significant difference between MBSR and a disease self-management skills group on nearly all outcome measures, including psychological distress and immune markers of disease severity or progression. A longitudinal study focusing on gay men found that 3 types of social support (appraisal, belonging, and tangible) predicted lower psychological distress 1-year later for individuals reporting low trait mindfulness, suggesting an interaction between these constructs. In young women reporting same-sex attraction (n=175), acceptance as measured by the Philadelphia Mindfulness Scale mediated the relationship between minority stress and depressive symptoms. A survey of 236 sexual minority Latinx (a gender-inclusive form of Latino/a) youth enrolled in school found that mindfulness was negatively associated with depressive symptoms, positively associated with self-esteem, and interacted with sexual orientation-based victimization to predict depressive symptoms and self-esteem. That is, associations between sexual orientation-based coping and depressive symptoms and self-esteem were only significant...
for those with low levels of mindfulness. Another study exploring the relationship between mindful attention, self-esteem, and psychological QoL in lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender participants (n=177) found that mindful attention and self-esteem moderated the relationship between perceived stress and psychological QoL. Specifically, although mindful acceptance buffered the relationship between stress and psychological QoL at low-to-moderate levels of stress, it did not have an impact at higher levels of stress. While limited, research involving sexual minority participants tentatively suggests that mindfulness interacts with other constructs, such as self-esteem or stress, to have a positive effect of psychological well-being.

Overall there needs to be more research focusing on LGBTQIA+ individuals. Our literature search found only 6 studies that fell into the Sexuality category, compared to 20 for Ethnicity, and 70 for Age. With a single exception, these studies mainly included white participants, although people of color make up nearly 40% of the LGBTQIA+ population. Thus, future research exploring the effects of mindfulness in sexual minorities needs to account for diversity within this population, through including more non-white sexual minorities and those within the spectrum that do not identify as gay or lesbian, such as asexual or bisexual individuals. We found no articles focused specifically on these populations.

**Socioeconomic Status**

One major barrier to mindfulness training is the high cost—both monetary and time—that can prevent lower-income individuals from attending classes and/or participating in research that requires a substantial time commitment, relative to modest compensation. Several recent studies have explored MBIs in economically disadvantaged individuals. An 8-week mindfulness, self-compassion, and yoga training decreased depression and anxiety alongside increased self-compassion and perceived wellness in non-white, low-income female participants (n=20). In a low-income Belgian sample (n=42) an 8-week MBI significantly reduced symptoms of stress, anxiety, depression, cognitive reactivity, and overgeneralization along with improved mindfulness. Another intervention study provided MBSR training to a low income, inner-city population, giving participants (n=68) the choice to take the course in English or Spanish. Researchers found that both groups reported similar improvements in 5 of the 8 measures of health-related QoL measured by the SF-36 (i.e., general health, vitality, social functioning, role limitations due to physical health, and role limitations due to emotional health). Of note, while improvements were similar between groups, the Spanish speaking group reported significantly poorer health pre- and post-intervention, suggesting that populations facing health disparities might especially benefit from mindfulness training. Questions of feasibility are also important in adapting MBIs to economically disadvantaged populations. In the study just described, only 66% of participants who started
actually completed the MBSR course. A different study assessed the feasibility and acceptability of Mindfulness-Based Relapse Prevention (MBRP) for culturally diverse (Hispanic=144, Black=110), low-income women (n=316). While MBRP significantly decreased stress and drug and alcohol severity, only one-third (36%) of participants attended more than half the sessions, and 44% did not attend any sessions at all.\textsuperscript{43}

In summary, research about MBIs in low-income individuals is promising, yet questions regarding the feasibility of standard MBIs in this population need to be explored further, because effectiveness cannot be ascertained if barriers (e.g., substantial time commitment, lack of childcare, etc.) prevent many low-income individuals from participating in MBIs.

### Indigenous Heritage

Few studies have examined mindfulness, or the effects of MBIs, in individuals from indigenous backgrounds. However, some recent studies evaluated the acceptability of MBIs in Native Americans, particularly in addressing high suicide rates within some tribes. An early-stage feasibility study found that mindfulness as a concept was considered generally acceptable, as mindful qualities, such as nonjudgment and openness, resonated with core components of Native American spirituality common in most tribes.\textsuperscript{44}

Following this finding, Le and Golbert piloted a culturally appropriate, 10-module mind-body awareness program in a Native American secondary school with students (n=8, \bar{x} age=17 years) from the Bitterroot Salish (Squelix’u), the Pend’Oreille (Qlispe’), and the Kootenai (Ktunaxa) tribes.\textsuperscript{44} Idiographic analyses revealed significantly decreased reported suicidality, mind wandering, and improvement in subjective present-moment engagement, but no change on ability to focus on a task. Through qualitative components, participants reported increased ability to focus attention and improved awareness of thoughts and emotions post-intervention. The current review found a single ongoing study utilizing input from Native American tribal members to develop an acceptable and feasible MBI for improving diabetes-related health behaviors in Native American people, which could be modified to be tribe-specific.\textsuperscript{45}

While initial acceptance and feasibility studies of mindfulness for Native American people exist, ethically-minded development of culturally-sensitive MBIs should occur with the inclusion of Native American people in a collaborative intervention development process. Furthermore, although the current review found only studies involving Native American participants, mindfulness researchers would likely benefit from increased inclusion of representatives from indigenous cultures around the world.

### National Origin

An overwhelming amount of mindfulness research occurs within the United States. Still, research conducted outside of the United States shows that some, but not all, effects of mindfulness tested in
American samples may generalize to other countries. The first study of MBSR efficacy completed in South Africa (n=276) revealed that MBSR training improved trait mindfulness, positive mood, and subjective medical and psychological symptoms, and decreased negative mood and stress. Another study examined differences in how trait mindfulness moderated the relationship between distress disclosure, life satisfaction, and depression symptoms. Specifically, for Taiwanese (n=256) but not European American (n=209) participants, trait mindfulness moderated the relationship between distress disclosure, life satisfaction and depression symptoms, indicating mindfulness may aid stress regulation in Taiwanese people, specifically.

Furthermore, utilization of MBIs varies nationally. For example, in the treatment of depression, the United Kingdom typically recommends MBCT as a freestanding intervention, while other countries, like Sweden and the United States, integrate elements of mindfulness in primary care for depression. In summary, some but not all mindfulness effects and properties are generalizable across certain nationalities. Still, MBIs are increasingly utilized across the globe, and mindfulness research is geographically expanding, highlighting the need to understand acceptability and feasibility of mindfulness concepts and interventions across countries and cultures, to guide the translation and adaptation of existing MBIs.

**Gender**

Whereas sexual orientation refers to sexual attraction, gender refers to an individual’s self-ascribed identity. Men are underrepresented in mindfulness research, making up less than 29% of mindfulness study participants; furthermore, very few studies have examined possible gender differences in the effects of mindfulness training. In one study of university students (n=77; 41 male) who participated in a 12-week MBI, female participants reported greater improvement in negative affect, which was mediated via increased mindfulness (specifically, the non-reactivity, non-judgment, and observing facets) and self-compassion. In contrast, male participants did not demonstrate improved negative affect, but did show growth in mindfulness and self-compassion measures. Conversely, an earlier study that recruited individuals personally seeking to complete MBSR training (n= 83; 58 female) found substantial between-subjects differences in the relationship between subjective measures of mindfulness and negative affect, which was not explained by gender or other demographic characteristics. It is unclear if effects of MBIs are equal across males and females, and relatively few mindfulness studies have adequate male participant representation. Furthermore, like the scarcity of mindfulness research focused on or including trans* participants, no studies examining mindfulness in non-binary and agender people were found in the current review. Trans*, non-binary, and agender people face unique stressors, and it is unclear how people experiencing these types of stress might be affected by MBIs.
DISCUSSION

Overall, mindfulness can reduce stress and improve mental health in diverse populations. Given the unique stressors and mental health disparities individuals in diverse groups experience, mindfulness-related changes in mental health likely support improvements in health-related behavior, QoL and well-being. Indeed, improvements in QoL and well-being are evidenced in multiple diverse populations.21,26,38,42 Although promising, this does not mean current findings are universal, given both substantial knowledge gaps within the facets of identity specified in the ADDRESSING framework, and the multifaceted, intersectional formulation of any individual identity. While the ADDRESSING framework is helpful in identifying these initial gaps in individual facets, it is possible for an individual to be represented in one category (e.g., being a woman or middle-aged) and underrepresented in another (e.g., being a black woman or being a low-income middle-aged individual). Going forward, researchers should aim to fill the discussed gaps in research, and pay increasing attention to intersections of identities.

The studies reviewed suggest that small adaptations, such as infusion of religious elements into an intervention, or adjusting the length of time of a meeting to fit with the target population’s schedule, may increase acceptability and feasibility of existing MBIs in diverse populations. Modifications of existing MBIs, when guided by members of the community the researcher is seeking to study, can enhance acceptability of mindfulness practices and interventions. In addition to modifying MBIs, future research could examine the interaction of trait mindfulness with aspects of identity and reactions to identity-based discrimination.33,37 Although mindfulness practice and research is primarily secular in the West, there is still room for research about the degree to which mindfulness is utilized as a secular versus spiritual practice and whether that results in differential health outcomes. Furthermore, web- and app-based mindfulness interventions are increasingly prevalent and utilized, though only initial rigorous testing of their effects has occurred. Future development, testing, and implementation of these feasible, accessible, culturally-sensitive MBIs, including those adapted for mobile delivery, will be an essential next step to further understand the potential health benefits of mindfulness across diverse, underrepresented, and medically underserved communities.
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